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This book features high-quality, peer-reviewed research papers presented at the Fourth International Conference on Smart Technologies in Data Science and Communication
(SMART-DSC 2021), held in Koneru Lakshmaiah Education Foundation, Guntur, Andhra Pradesh, India, on 18-19 February 2021. It includes innovative and novel contributions
in the areas of data analytics, communication, and soft computing.
The proceedings consists of 19 papers presented at the June 1998 symposium and ten posters. The papers are divided into five sections devoted to the following topics: smart
antennas and diversity, propagation, interference cancellation, equalization, and modulation, coding, and networking. The contributions reflect current research thrusts and
emerging technologies in wireless communication. Among the topics are frequency reuse reduction for IS-136 using a four element adaptive array, predicting propagation loss
from leaky coaxial cable terminated with an indoor antenna, a new hybrid CDMA/TDMA multiuser receiver system, an effective LMS equalizer for the GSM chipset, and
evaluation of the ad-hoc connectivity with the zone routing protocols. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Role of IoT and Blockchain: Techniques and Applications provides an informative collection of chapters on the emerging issues, challenges, and new methods and state-of-theart technologies in the Internet of Things and blockchain technology. It presents case studies and solutions that can be applied in the current business scenario, resolving
challenges and providing solutions by integrating IoT with blockchain technology. The book addresses the growing attention that blockchain technology is receiving from industry
and research because of its ability to provide "magical solutions" to problems associated with classical centralized architecture. The chapters also discuss how the Internet of
Things (IoT) represent a revolution of the Internet that can connect nearly all environment devices over the Internet to share data to create novel services and applications for
improving quality of life. Although the centralized IoT system provides countless benefits, it raises several challenges.
This book presents selected papers from the 4th International Conference on Micro-Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering, held at SRM Institute of Science and
Technology, Ghaziabad, India, during 26-7 September 2020. It covers a wide variety of topics in micro-electronics and telecommunication engineering, including micro-electronic
engineering, computational remote sensing, computer science and intelligent systems, signal and image processing, and information and communication technology.
This is the first textbook on pattern recognition to present the Bayesian viewpoint. The book presents approximate inference algorithms that permit fast approximate answers in
situations where exact answers are not feasible. It uses graphical models to describe probability distributions when no other books apply graphical models to machine learning.
No previous knowledge of pattern recognition or machine learning concepts is assumed. Familiarity with multivariate calculus and basic linear algebra is required, and some
experience in the use of probabilities would be helpful though not essential as the book includes a self-contained introduction to basic probability theory.
The book focuses on the integration of intelligent communication systems, control systems, and devices related to all aspects of engineering and sciences. It includes high-quality
research papers from the 3rd international conference, ICICCD 2018, organized by the Department of Electronics, Instrumentation and Control Engineering at the University of
Petroleum and Energy Studies, Dehradun on 21–22 December 2018. Covering a range of recent advances in intelligent communication, intelligent control and intelligent devices.,
the book presents original research and findings as well as researchers’ and industrial practitioners’ practical development experiences of.
Thirteen boys were born at midnight on the stroke of the new millennium. Twelve of them are dead. A violent cult called "The People" has executed each one and will stop at
nothing to reach its last target: thirteen-year-old Adam. But Adam has no idea he's in danger. Raised by adoptive parents, he doesn't know his real birthday connects him to the
other victims. Adam's life goes up in flames when a cult deserter tracks him down with a warning. He has until New Year's Eve to thwart the cult's plans to kill him--and the clock
is ticking.
Data science, data engineering and knowledge engineering requires networking and communication as a backbone and have wide scope of implementation in engineering
sciences. Keeping this ideology in preference, this book includes the insights that reflect the advances in these fields from upcoming researchers and leading academicians
across the globe. It contains high-quality peer-reviewed papers of ‘International Conference on Recent Advancement in Computer, Communication and Computational Sciences
(ICRACCCS 2016)’, held at Janardan Rai Nagar Rajasthan Vidyapeeth University, Udaipur, India, during 25–26 November 2016. The volume covers variety of topics such as
Advanced Communication Networks, Artificial Intelligence and Evolutionary Algorithms, Advanced Software Engineering and Cloud Computing, Image Processing and Computer
Vision, and Security. The book will help the perspective readers from computer industry and academia to derive the advances of next generation communication and
computational technology and shape them into real life applications.
This book provides researchers and graduate students with an overview of the latest developments in and applications of adsorption processes for water treatment and purification. In
particular, it covers current topics in connection with the modeling and design of adsorption processes, and the synthesis and application of cost-effective adsorbents for the removal of
relevant aquatic pollutants. The book describes recent advances and alternatives to improve the performance and efficacy of this water purification technique. In addition, selected chapters
are devoted to discussing the reliable modeling and analysis of adsorption data, which are relevant for real-life applications to industrial effluents and groundwater. Overall, the book equips
readers with a general perspective of the potential that adsorption processes hold for the removal of emerging water pollutants. It can readily be adopted as part of special courses on
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environmental engineering, adsorption and water treatment for upper undergraduate and graduate students. Furthermore, the book offers a valuable resource for researchers in water
production control, as well as for practitioners interested in applying adsorption processes to real-world problems in water treatment and related areas.
The optimization of traffic management operations has become a considerable challenge in today’s global scope due to the significant increase in the number of vehicles, traffic congestions,
and automobile accidents. Fortunately, there has been substantial progress in the application of intelligent computing devices to transportation processes. Vehicular ad-hoc networks
(VANETs) are a specific practice that merges the connectivity of wireless technologies with smart vehicles. Despite its relevance, empirical research is lacking on the developments being
made in VANETs and how certain intelligent technologies are being applied within transportation systems. IoT and Cloud Computing Advancements in Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks provides
emerging research exploring the theoretical and practical aspects of intelligent transportation systems and analyzing the modern techniques that are being applied to smart vehicles through
cloud technology. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as health monitoring, node localization, and fault tolerance, this book is ideally designed for network designers,
developers, analysists, IT specialists, computing professionals, researchers, academics, and post-graduate students seeking current research on emerging computing concepts and
developments in vehicular ad-hoc networks.
The Application LayerDNS - The domain name system : The DNS name space, Resource records, Name servers; Electronic mail : Architecture and services, The user agent, Message
formats, Message transfer, Final delivery; The world wide web: Architectural overview, Static web documents, Dynamic web documents, HTTP, Performance enhancements, The wireless
web.Multimedia NetworkingMultimedia networking applications, Streaming stored audio & video, Making the best of the best-effort service : An Internet example ; Protocols for real time
interactive applications : RTP, RTP control protocol, SIP, H.323; Beyond best effort : Different scenarios; Scheduling and Policing mechanisms; Integrated services; RSVP; Differentiated
services; Internet Radio, Voice over IP, Multimedia file formats, Audio and Video compression, Video on demand.Security in Computer NetworksNetwork security, Principles of cryptography;
Authentication protocols; Integrity; Key distribution and Certification; Access control; Fire walls, Attacks and countermeasures; Security in many layers : Case studies; Web security; Social
issues.Network ManagementInfrastructure of network management; The Internet standard management frame work, Structure of management information (SMI), Management information
base (MIB), SNMP protocol operations and Transport mappings, security and Administration.
It?s no secret that certain social groups have predominated India?s business and trading history, with business traditionally being the preserve of particular `Bania? communities. However, the
past four or so decades have seen a widening of the social base of Indian capital, such that the social profile of Indian business has expanded beyond recognition, and entrepreneurship and
commerce in India are no longer the exclusive bastion of the old mercantile castes. In this meticulously researched book ? acclaimed for being the first social history to document and
understand India?s new entrepreneurial groups ? Harish Damodaran looks to answer who the new `wealth creators? are, as he traces the transitional entry of India?s middle and lower
peasant castes into the business world. Combining analytical rigour with journalistic flair, India?s New Capitalists is an essential read for anyone seeking to understand the culture and
evolution of business in contemporary South Asia.
This book highlights the applications of soft computing techniques in medical bioinformatics. It reflects the state-of-the-art research in soft computing and bioinformatics, including theory,
algorithms, numerical simulations, and error and uncertainty analysis. It also deals with novel applications of new processing techniques in computer science. This book is useful to both
students and researchers from computer science and engineering fields.
This book gathers selected papers presented at the International Conference on Innovations in Information and Communication Technologies (ICI2CT 2020), held at National University of
Singapore, Singapore, during 18–19 December 2020. It presents the works on the intersection of the Computer Science and Communication Engineering. Topics covered in the book include
communications engineering, Internet and web technology, computer and information science, artificial intelligence, data science and management, and ICT applications.
The book is a compilation of high-quality scientific papers presented at the 3rd International Conference on Computer & Communication Technologies (IC3T 2016). The individual papers
address cutting-edge technologies and applications of soft computing, artificial intelligence and communication. In addition, a variety of further topics are discussed, which include data mining,
machine intelligence, fuzzy computing, sensor networks, signal and image processing, human-computer interaction, web intelligence, etc. As such, it offers readers a valuable and unique
resource.
A directory to the universities of the Commonwealth and the handbook of their association.
This book consists of peer-reviewed papers presented at the First International Conference on Intelligent Computing in Control and Communication (ICCC 2020). It comprises interesting topics in the field of
applications of control engineering, communication and computing technology. As the current world is witnessing the use of various intelligent techniques for their independent problem solving, so this book
may have a wide importance for all range of researchers and scholars. The book serves as a reference for researchers, professionals and students from across electrical, electronic and computer engineering
disciplines.
This book presents selected papers from the 3rd International Conference on Micro-Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering, held at SRM Institute of Science and Technology, Ghaziabad, India, on
30-31 August 2019. It covers a wide variety of topics in micro-electronics and telecommunication engineering, including micro-electronic engineering, computational remote sensing, computer science and
intelligent systems, signal and image processing, and information and communication technology.
FLINS, originally an acronym for Fuzzy Logic and Intelligent Technologies in Nuclear Science, is now extended to include Computational Intelligence for applied research. The contributions of the FLINS
conference cover state-of-the-art research, development, and technology for computational intelligence systems, with special focuses on data science and knowledge engineering for sensing decision
support, both from the foundations and the applications points-of-view.
The book is a collection of high-quality peer-reviewed research papers presented in the International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Evolutionary Computations in Engineering Systems (ICAIECES
2017). The book discusses wide variety of industrial, engineering and scientific applications of the emerging techniques. Researchers from academia and industry have presented their original work and ideas,
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information, techniques and applications in the field of communication, computing and power technologies.
This two-volume set, CCIS 0269-CCIS 0270, constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the International Conference on Global Trends in Computing and Communication, ObCom 2011, held in
Vellore, India, in December 2011. The 173 full papers presented together with a keynote paper and invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 842 submissions. The conference addresses all
current issues associated with computing, communication and information. The proceedings consists of invited papers dealing with the review of performance models of computer and communication systems
and contributed papers that feature topics such as networking, cloud computing, fuzzy logic, mobile communication, image processing, navigation systems, biometrics and Web services covering literally all
the vital areas of the computing domains.
This comprehensive reference text discusses fundamental concepts, applications, design techniques, and challenges in the field of planar antennas. The text focuses on recent advances in the field of planar
antenna design and their applications in various fields of research, including space communication, mobile communication, wireless communication, and wearable applications. This resource presents planar
antenna design concepts, methods, and techniques to enhance the performance parameters and applications for IoTs and device-to-device communication. The latest techniques used in antenna design,
including their structures defected ground, MIMO, and fractal design, are discussed comprehensively. The text will be useful for senior undergraduate students, graduate students, and academic researchers
in fields including electrical engineering, electronics, and communication engineering.
The book contains high quality papers presented in the Fifth International Conference on Innovations in Electronics and Communication Engineering (ICIECE 2016) held at Guru Nanak Institutions,
Hyderabad, India during 8 and 9 July 2016. The objective is to provide the latest developments in the field of electronics and communication engineering specially the areas like Image Processing, Wireless
Communications, Radar Signal Processing, Embedded Systems and VLSI Design. The book aims to provide an opportunity for researchers, scientists, technocrats, academicians and engineers to exchange
their innovative ideas and research findings in the field of Electronics and Communication Engineering.
This book gathers selected papers presented at the 2nd International Conference on Computing, Communications and Data Engineering, held at Sri Padmavati Mahila Visvavidyalayam, Tirupati, India from 1
to 2 Feb 2019. Chiefly discussing major issues and challenges in data engineering systems and computer communications, the topics covered include wireless systems and IoT, machine learning,
optimization, control, statistics, and social computing.

This well accepted book, now in its second edition, is a time-honoured revision and extension of the previous edition. With improved organization and enriched contents, the book
primarily focuses on the concepts of design development of communication protocols or communication software. Beginning with an overview of protocol engineering, the text
analyzes important topics such as • TCP/IP suite protocol structure. • Protocol specification. • Protocol specification languages like SDL, SPIN, Estelle, E-LOTOS, CPN, UML,
etc. • Protocol verification and validation techniques like semantic models and reachability analysis. • Generating conformance test suite and its application to a running protocol
implementation. Audience Communication Protocol Engineering is purely a text dedicated to the undergraduate students of electronics and communication engineering and
computer engineering. The text is also of immense use to the postgraduate students of communication systems. Highlights of Second Edition • Incorporates latest and up-to-date
information on the topics covered. • Includes a large number of figures and examples for easy understanding of concepts. • Presents some new sections like wireless protocol
challenges, TCP protocol, verification of TCP, test execution, test case derivation, etc. • Involves extension of protocol specification languages like SPIN, Estelle, Uppaal etc.
The second edition of Communication Skills for Engineers brings in a sound understanding and insight into the dynamics of communication in all spheres of life interpersonal,
social and professional. The book hinges on the premise that effective communication is an outcome of using the right combination of skills alongside an appropriate attitude.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Computer Information Systems and Industrial Management, CISIM 2012, held in Venice,
Italy, in September 2012. The 35 revised full papers presented together with 2 keynote talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 80 submissions. The papers are
organized in topical sections on security, access control and intrusion detection; pattern recognition and image processing; biometric applications; algorithms and data
management; networking; and system models and risk assessment.
This book contains in-depth knowledge of "Python with Machine Learning". This book is written in a logical and sequential, outputs with print screen, modules for systematic
development of the subject. This book is covered for all the students those who are interested to learn programming on Python and Machine learning. Each and Every program
along with example is executed practically. This book is aimed at emerging trends in Technology, development all over the Globe and even corporate people also will learn all the
topics. Each topic is explained very simple and given a lot of example with syntax. It has been written in an articulate manner and is packed with practical approach target for all
students of Undergraduate, Graduate, of Computer Science and Engineering (M.Tech, M.C.A, M.Sc (CS, IT) B.Tech), Research Scholar and Corporate Employees those who
are new to this area.
This book presents high-quality papers from the Third International Conference on Smart Computing and Informatics (SCI 2018?19), organized by the School of Computer
Engineering and School of Computer Application, Kalinga Institute of Industrial Technology Deemed to be University, Bhubaneswar, from 21 to 22 December 2018. It includes
advanced and multi-disciplinary research on the design of smart computing and informatics, focusing on innovation paradigms in system knowledge, intelligence and
sustainability that have the potential to provide realistic solutions to various problems in society, the environment and industry. The papers featured provide a valuable
contribution to the deployment of emerging computational and knowledge transfer approaches, optimizing solutions in varied disciplines of science, technology and health care.
Wireless telecommunications is a key technology sector with tremendous opportunities for growth and development around the world. Recent years have seen an explosion in
terms of the available wireless technologies such as mobile cellular networks for voice and packet data, wireless local area networks, Bluetooth, and so on. Yet, the wireless
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revolution is very nascent and the 21st century is going to see tremendous diversification of wireless applications in 3G and 4G cellular networks such as rich multimediaintegrated voice-video communication, video-conferencing-based interactive services, multiuser gaming, and strategic surveillance for defence. The book comprehensively
covers the fundamental technological advances that have led to progress in the area of wireless communication systems in recent years. Salient Features • Strong emphasis on
ad-hoc networks and new trends in mobile/wireless communication • Introduces 3G/4G standards such as HSDPA, LTE, WiMAX to help students understand practical aspects •
Demonstrates a deep theoretical understanding of network analysis along with its real-world applications • Detailed description of radio propagation over wireless channel and its
limitations • Problem-solving-based approach to enhance understanding • Blend of analytical and simulation-based problems and examples for better understanding of concepts
• Pedagogy includes Over 90 illustrations Over 34 Solved Examples Over 103 Practice Questions
Readers learn about the most popular wireless data communications technologies in use today as GUIDE TO WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, 4Ed examines Bluetooth,
ZigBee, Wi-Fi, cellular and satellite communications while providing a broad industry perspective. Readers develop a solid base of knowledge in Wireless Personal Area
Networks (WPANs), Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs), Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks (WMANs), and Wireless Wide Area Networks (WWANs) to better understand
the most popular wireless communications available today. This book’s comprehensive approach to wireless communication technology provides the solid background readers
need to prepare for a future career in today’s information and communications technology field. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This book presents the selected peer-reviewed papers from the International Conference on Communication Systems and Networks (ComNet) 2019. Highlighting the latest
findings, ideas, developments and applications in all areas of advanced communication systems and networking, it covers a variety of topics, including next-generation wireless
technologies such as 5G, new hardware platforms, antenna design, applications of artificial intelligence (AI), signal processing and optimization techniques. Given its scope, this
book can be useful for beginners, researchers and professionals working in wireless communication and networks, and other allied fields.
This is the second and updated version of the Textbook of Allergy for the Clinician. It is a unique book in the field of allergy. The uniqueness lies in the international character of the book with
contributors representing both the East and West. This book represents the diversity of issues affecting patients in the specialty of allergy, asthma & immunology. There is some discussion of
the basic mechanisms involved and extensive elaboration for the clinicians. This book will appeal to medical students, residents and fellows undergoing training as well as consultants in
academic and clinical practice settings. The color plates, especially in the section on Aerobiology, will help in the interaction between the patient and consultant in identifying the plant or flora
which is the causative factor. The differences and similarities between the Eastern and Western approaches in the practice of the specialty are being addressed for the first time in a book.
With every life comes challenge. How we deal with challenge is central to a life will-lived. The human spirit is resilient. We can grow through pain and become whole again. Even vibrant.
Renowned Oklahoma city Psychiatrist R. Murali Krishna, M.D., has witnessed the strength of the human spirit. Now in his 60s, he wants to share the defining moments along with the defining
lessons of his life. He shares his greatest joys and his greatest sorrows. He poses tough questions and guides you through exercises to take ownership of your own happiness. Vibrant will
help you claim your spirit and explore your inner strength. It is within each of us to be vibrant!
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Conference on Advances in Information Technology and Mobile Communication, AIM 2011, held at Nagpur, India, in April
2011. The 31 revised full papers presented together with 27 short papers and 34 poster papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 313 submissions. The papers cover all current
issues in theory, practices, and applications of Information Technology, Computer and Mobile Communication Technology and related topics.
This book comprises selected proceedings of the Fourth International Conference in Ocean Engineering (ICOE2018), focusing on emerging opportunities and challenges in the field of ocean
engineering and offshore structures. It includes state-of-the-art content from leading international experts, making it a valuable resource for researchers and practicing engineers alike.
The Fiber Optic Reference Guide offers readers a solid understanding of the principles of fiber optic technology, especially as it relates to telecommunications, from its early days to developing
future trends. Using a minimum of jargon and a wealth of illustrations, this book provides the underlying principles of fiber optics as well as essential practical applications. The third edition is
updated to include expanded sections on light emitters, semiconductor optical amplifiers, Bragg gratings, and more systems design considerations. Fiber optics plays a key role in
communications, as well as in broadcast and cable systems. Engineers working with fiber optics as well as newcomers to the industry will find the third edition of this reference guide
invaluable. It will help the reader develop a solid understanding of the underlying principles of this rapidly changing technology as well as its essential practical applications. The text is
thoroughly indexed and illustrated.
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